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1 
The present invention relates to and is more 

particularly directed to lighting systems wherein 
a plurality of luminaires disposed in a rOW 8bowe 
and to one side of an elongated areato beillumi? 
nated produce, without 10ss of light in the Opp0? 
site direction or at too high angles from the 
nadir to be effective?a broad longitudinally ex? 
tending region of illumination of limited lateral 
Spread. * 

According to the present invention, the lumi 
naires, when employed in Systems of iighting are 
mounted in a row or rows along the side or Sides 
ofthe areato beilluminated The luminaires are 
So arranged that all of the light efaitted froin 
them is directed to One Side Of this VertiCal plane 
and none of the light passes in the Opposite di? 
rection across this vertical plane In the lumi 
naire, direct light rays are emitted from a Source, 
at or neara point, in a Spherical region and th0Se 
to one side of the Vertical (longitudinal) plane 
are intercepted and returned So that all the light 
passes toWard the other side ofthe vertical plane. 
This direct and reflected light is emitted in a 
henaisphere Centered at the light Source, within a 
horizontal angle of approximately 180° and a 
vertical angle of approximately 180°. 
According to the present invention the direct 

1ight from the lamp and the reflected 1ight are 
intercepted bya refractor (preferably atwo-piece 
refractor) which changes the Vertical angles of 
the light without Substantial Change of horizon 
tal or azimuth angle So that the light is dis 
tributed downwardly to COver an area of Semi 
circular Shape?i e aS though it Came from an 
elevated Centrally disp0Sed point When Such 
1uminaires are mounted in a row and have the 
proper mounting height-Spacing ratio these 
Semi-cirCular light patterns may be Caused to 
OVerlap So as to produCe an illuminated region 
alongside a wall the Side of a street or the like, 
of Iimited lateralspread and whentworows of 
Such luminaires are mounted on Opposite Sides 
of a street, the street Surface receives these semi 
circular patterns of Iight which overlap so asto 
provide a very even form of street illumination, 
The lighting Systems Contemplated make it 

poSSible to mount the luminaires on the side wal1 
of a building or Of the buildings along the side 
of the street and avoid the necessity of the usual 
lighting Standards normally erected near the 
Sidewalk and the use of brackets for supporting 
the luminaires. The wiring Can be carried on 
the building Structures instead ofunderground or 
overhead in the street They may of course?be 
mounted on poles where other means of sup 
port are not available. 
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2 
While it is Contemplated that the direct and 

reflected light produced by the light source and 
reflectorwillbe confined to avertical hemisphere 
and Such light will be redirected intousefu1 di? 
"ections by refracting prisms?the present inven 
tion Contemplates the employment for such pur 
Poses of a refractor which is concave to the Iight 
Source but not Concentric about the light source. 
ACcording to the present invention, the refrac 

to is of pressed glass made in molds and the 
prºsms have contours which can be formed in 
"Glds of machinable contour Here a spherical 
90ntour is most appropriate and the refractor 
Contour or profile Shownis a segment of a sphere 
90nCave to the Source and so disposed as o in 
tercept all the light rays in the hemisphere of 
dreet and reflected light above referred to. 
ImaSmuch as the light from the light source 

and he reflector may in the first instance be 
Consideredas Comingfromapoint whichisatthe 
9eater of the plane bounding the Spherical sec? 
tor the light rays intercepted by the refractor 
?Waryingazimuthseach side oftheverticalme 
dian plane at common elevations above or below 
h9rizontal will have lesser angles Of incidence 
with increased azimuths. The enVelope 0f Such 
a Serie??of.rays is in the surface of an oblique 
COne With Circularbase. 

Pr order that the light rays emitted from the 
luminaire will have the desired angle from the 
nadir in the varying azimuth planes?the present 
invention contemplates providing the refractor 
with prisms of varying angle of refraction S0 BS 
?o Compensate for the varying vertical angle Of 
the incident light and emi?the rays in approxi 
matelyaright circularcone. 
Other and further objects will appear as.the description proceeds. 
The accompanying drawings Show for pur 

poses Of illustrating the present invention one 
9mbodment in which the invention may take 
orm it being understood that the drawings are 
illustrative ofthe invention ratherthan limiting the Same. 
In the drawings: 
Figure 1 is a perspective 

1uminaire; - 

"gure 2 is a vertical sectional View on the plane 2?2 of Figure 1; 
Figure 3 is a horizontal Sectional view on the 1ine3-3 of Figure2; 
Figure 4 is a diagrammatic horizontalsectional 

we?on the line3?3 of Figures2 and 5, and 
Figure 5 is a side eleyational view of the re 

?actor taken in the direction of the arrow 5a of 
Figure 4, the "efractorbeinginsectiononthe line 

View of the complete 
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5?5 of this figure, Figures 4 and5showing geo 
metrical deWelopment of the refractor and dia 
grammatically illustrating the paths of direct 
light rays; 

Figures 6 and 7 are diagrammatic views show? 
ing reSpectively the Outer face and the inner face 
ofthe innerpieCe Oftherefractor; 

Figures 8 and 9 are Views Similar to Figures 6 
and 7 for the Outer piece of the refractOr; 
Figure 10 is a Sectionalview on the line 3?3 of 

Figure2,Showingthereflector; 
Figure 11 is a diagram illustrating the phot0? 

metric light distribution from the luminaire; 
Figure 12 is a diagrammatic CrOSS-Sectional 

view through a street illustrating the installation 
of luminaires; Figure 13 is a plan view of the street Showing 
the distribution from One luminaire; 
Figure 14 is a diagrammatic view illuStrating 

refraction byprismsoftherefractor; - 
Figure 15 is a diagrammatic view illustrating 

a Systemi employing a Series of luminaires along 
the wallor one Side of a street; and 
Figure 16 is a diagrammatic view Showing the 

instaHation of the Iuminaires on opposite Sides 
of a Street. 
The structure illustratedin the drawings is One 

moreespecially designed for use in street lighting 
and for attachment to the Walls of the buildingS 
extending along thesides of the Street so that it 
is above sidewalk level and back of the Sidewalk. 
Such luminaires along the Sides of the street af? 
ford excellent street Iighting with good distribu? 
tion of1ight on thestreet good utilization Of the 
energy consumed in the lamps and avoid the use ofpolesalongthe curbside Theyalsomakeit poS 
sibletoilluminate the sidewalks and street with 
1ight at sufficiently high vertical angles for he 
purpose and to reduce glare at very high angles 
in regionsapproachingthe horizontal. 

Structurally the luminaire has a round more 
or less drum-shaped metal body or housing 20 
with a flat rear wall2I adapted to be SeCured 
against the side of the building and a relatively 
narrow inwardly extending front fiange 22. The 
housing is provided with suitable openings Such 
as indicated at 23for connection to Current Sup? 
ply conduits and can be mounted in any Conven? 
ient manner The housing carries a strap.24 
which supportstheobliquelydisposedlampsocket 
25 adapted to carry an incandescent or mercury 
1amp 26 whose light centeris indicated at LC. 
The bracket 24 also carries a reflector 2T. 
A hinged 1ens ring 28 issecured to the front 

face ofthe housing 20 in any suitablemanner as 
for example by screws indicated as 29 The lens ringisveryclosetothevertical planeVVthrough 
the light center so that the housing limits the 
spread of light which can escape from it to Sub? 
stantially a hemisphere with the center of the 
hemisphere at the light source LC Thus the 
Housing and reflector make it poSSible for Sub? 
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stantiallythe entire output of the lampto escape 
in a hemisphere to the right of Figure 2 or 3. 
The lens ring 28 has an inWardly facing receSS 
30 adapted to receive the two piece refractor 
designatedgenerally by R This luminaire when 
designed foruse with large Iamps?such as I000 
watt street lamps may have a diameter of about 
26”and the housing a depth of about 7”and the 
openings in the Iens ring may have a diameter of 
about 19”. Hence, the parts are much larger and 
heavier than the more Conventional types Of 
street lighting equipment. 
The refractor, generally designated as R is 
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4 
made up of two components in the form of 
preSSed glaSS members3? and 32 flanged as indi 
Cated at 33 and 34 in the drawings and secured 
in place by suitable cement gasket materia135 
and the clips 35' and held against removal by 
theSe clips. These refractor merfibers are Seg? 
ments of the surfaces of concentrie spheres hav 
ing the Center at SC (sphere center), Figures 2,3, 
4?5 and 14. This makes it possible to form all 
the prism outlines on spherical surfaces in the 
molds and to provide a unit in which the overall 
dimension is much less than it would be if the refractorswerehemispherescenteredonthelight 
source There is also a great Saving in weight of 
materia1 and better utilization of the light in 
the desired directions than Could be had from a 
hemispherical refractor. 
On account of the ofSetting of the light Center 

from the Center of the Sphere as shown in Figure 
I and the desire to Confine the light distribution 
to the desired pattern it is neceSSary to Compen 
Sate in the prism ConStruction forthe changes in 
angles of incidence and refraction which reSult 
from such shifting. 
Reference is now made to FigureS 4 and 5. 

Figure 4 is a horizontalsection through the inner 
piece of glaSS 32 on the horizontal or equatorial 
plane 3-3, prisms being omitted The median 
plane through the spherical Segment 5-5 is 
obliqueto the horizontal line of the drawing and 
in Figure 5 it is assumed that the Spherical Seg 
ment S has been Cut in half along the line 5?5 
to form a hemiSpherical segment HS and that 
this hemisphericalSegmentis viewedin the direc 
tion of the arrow 5a so that one sees both the 
flange 33 of the Segment and a section through 
it In Figure 5 a horizontal line is drawn at 40 
to indicate a parallel and the dotted arc 40 in 
Figure 4 represents this parallel If now a line 
is drawn from LC to the point 4I where the line 
40 intersectstheinnersurface ofthe hemispheric 
Segment the vertical angle of the light ray 42 
So drawn is indicated at-43 Bysimilarly drawing 
a line 44 at a wide azimuth angle from the plane 
5?5 to intersect 40 at the point 45, orie canindi 
Cate the path of a ray 44 from the light center 
to a point On the paralle140. The vertica1 angle 
46 of the ray 44 is much less than the vertical 
angle of theray42 This does not appearifithe 
perSpective drawing but such is the case because 
the vertical distance 47 separating the equatorial 
plane3?3 andthe parallel40 isconstant andthe 
oblique distance from LC to44 is less than the 
Oblique distance from LC to 45. 
The arc 40 Figure4 maybe deemed to bethe 

base of an inverted oblique circular cone withits 
center at SC Thisis also shown diagrammati 
callyandin perspective in Figure 14 
Referring nowto Figures6and7,itwillbeseen 

that.the inner face of the inner refractor32 is 
prowided with horizontal prisms 32a below the 
horizontal which extend from flange to flange, 
and above the Center as provided with a series 
of horizontal prisms 32b which extend to the 
top of the refractor and diminish in length up 
wardly From Figure 6 it will be seen that the 
outer face of the inner piece 32 has above the 
horizontalaseries of horizontalprisms32c which 
extend from flange to flange and al1the way to 
the top. Prisms 32b occupy a horizonta1 region 
of approximately 60° width each side of the ver 
?calmedian plane 2-2 The dotted Iines along 
the ends ofthe prisms32bin Figure7aremerid 
ians 60°from the center. 
AS Shown in Figure 9 the inner surface of the 
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outer piece 33 has a series of horizontal prisms 
33a located between 60° meridian lines 33'?33' 
above the horizontalthrough the center and be 
tween45° meridian lines 33'?33”and for a dis 
tanCe below the horizontal. Laterally Of the 
meridian lines 33'-33"?the inner Surface of the 
refractor33 has areas of horizontal prisms indi 
Cated at 33b?33b of less refracting power than 
those at corresponding elevations in regions 33d. 
Below these horizontal prisms outSide lines 
33'-33'' are horizontal prisms 33e of greater 
refracting power than the Ones between 33' and 
33”. BelOW these are flutes 33d. The horizontal 
prismS and flutes On the inner face extend all 
the Way to the flanges 34 The Outer Surface 
of the refractor part 33 is provided with shallow 
vertically extending flutes 33d. 
Inthe full line section in Figure 2 taken on the 

median plane 2?2 is shown in light full lines the 
paths of light raySin that plane It Will be seen 
that the Opp0Sed SyStemSOf priSms abovethe1ight 
ray50 in this plane is Such as to refract al1 the 
light from LC into downWardly sloping directions 
parallel with 50 and designated as 50g?50b, etc. 
Here the Slope is about 63° from the nadir Rays 
of Such angles Can be obtained from the spheri 
cal sector all the way to the top, but Could not 
be obtained from a hemisphere all the Way to 
its pole The vertical flutes aford a1imited lat 
eral diffuSion In the median plane 2-2 below ; 
the ray 50, the rays paSS through the refractor 
with vertical diffusion brought about by the hori? 
Zontal flutes 33c and lateral diffusion brought 
about by the flutes 33e. The angle of the rays 
50 is Selected as the angle into Whichit is desired 
to direct the dominant output of the luminaire in 
the plane 2?2. 
As above explained the vertical angle of light 

rays falling on the refractor at any particular 
elevation above the horizontal plane through the 
center of the refractor varies with the azimuth 
angle and if the prisms 32b,33a were uniform 
al1the way to the edges of the refractor the re? 
sulting distribution would be considerably dis? 
torted from the desired distribution. 
In Figure3.aline 51 is drawn at approximately 

63° to the meridian plane and represents a verti 
cal plane intersecting the refractors 32 and 33 
beyondthe horizontal prisms32b and332 reSpec 
tively From the center of the sphere 8C 8 Per 
pendicular52 is dropped to the line 51?the iner 
Section ofthesetwo lines at 53 now representing 
the center of 1esser circles through the Spheres 
inthe plane 51. An arc 54 is then drawn a89ub 
LCand the intersection of this arc with the line 
2?21ocatesthe center55 about which the inter 
sections of the plane 51 with the refractor8 may 
berepresentedin the plane of Figure 2. 

Referring now to Figure 2 it will be seen tha? 
dot and dash 1ines drawn about the center 55 
may beused to represent the profiles of the re? 
fractors in the plane of line 5t of Figure 3 and 
the reference characters applied to those lines 
indicate the prisms in such plane In Figure 2, 
a horizonta11ine 56 is drawn to Show the ele 
vationat which a ray such as 5T above the hori? 
zonta1strikes the refractor in the plane of "g- 
üre 2. This 1ine 56 intersects the dotted line 
indicating the inner surface of the refractor 32. 
Aray suchas58 in plane gl falls on_the Smooth 
inner wall of the innerrefractor at 59 Its Ver? 
ticalangleis1ower thanthevertical angle of the 
ray 57 for reasons above discussed and henCe 
theray will have a less angle of incidence on the 
refractor. 
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6 
This means that if there were as much devia? 

tion of the ray 58 in passing throughthe refrac? 
tors as ocCurred with respect to the ray 57, that 
the emitted ray 58a shown in dotted lines would 
have a very much lower vertical angle than the 
rayS 50a etc. and would Strike the Surface to be 
illuminated closer to the luminaire By reason 
Of the adjustment of the prismatic action so that 
less prismatic action takes place at the sides of 
the lens above the horizontal in plane 5I as well 
as at greater azimuth angles than this plane, 
the rays emitted are as indicated by the dot and 
dash line 60, at a higher angle so as to fal1 on 
the Street farther from the luminaire. 
Similarly the rays 6t and 62 represent two 

rays in plane 2?2 higherthan ray50 and in the 
blane of line 5f. They fallon the inner refractor 
at the level of the line 63. On account of the 
TeVerSal of Optical operations below the horizon 
tal the ray 62 would if no compensation took 
place be emittedasindicated at 62a fartherfrom 
the nadirthan the rays 50a and wouldfall on the 
street at greater distances from the luminaire. 
The adjustment of the prisms in the regions 33e 
below the horizontal compensate for this andthe 
emitted rays such as 64 are at substantiallythe 
Sanae Vertical angle as the rays 50a. 
Referring now to Figure 14, it will be seen that 

above the horizontal through the light source a 
horizontal Section through the refractor may be 
represented as a circle 40 withits center SC?the 
oblique cone of rays from LC to this circular 
base is represented by the upwardly diverging 
lines from LC The optimum condition to ob 
tain equal Spread of light from the luminaire 
Would involve redirecting the 1ight in the sur? 
face of the right circular cone having its cen 
ter at a point such as 70 above SC and at the 
desired angle of 63° from the nadir so that the 
Optimum distribution pattern would be a circle 
7l with its center at 72 below the center of the 
luminaire. 

Thisidealsituationis approximated bythead 
justment of the refractor surfaces above dis 
CuSSed and the Output of the luminaire may be 
represented by photometric curves such asshown 
in Figure 11 in which the curve 73represents the 
1ight distribution in the median plane 5-5. The 
maximum Candle power is at approximately63° 
and light is distributed downwardly at lessening 
intensitiesto the nadir The curve 74illustrates 
the distribution about the vertical axis through 
the angle of maximum 63° from the nadir and 
Shows that the distribution throughout a 1arge 
portion ofthe horizontalangle approximatesvery 
closely a Semicircle and that some light is sent 
down in regions near the supporting wall. 

IFigure 12 represents a vertical sectional view 
through a street lined with buildings and carry 
ingluminaires L photometric curve73 being ap 
plied The luminaires L are mounted at such 
height above the Street that the angle of maxi 
mum distribution across the street reaches ap 
proximately to the opposite curb The curve 74 
Shows the horizontal distribution of light from 
the luminaire at the Same scale as curve 73 in 
Figure 12. In the transverse plane of the street 
all Surfaces of the refractor operate to direct the 
lightasmuchaspossibletoward the oppositecurb 
at the point indicated at 75. If one had semicir? 
Cular distribution Such as in the circle 7l of Fig 
ure 14, the distribution pattern would follow 
along the dotted Semicircle 76. 
At increasing azimuths each way from the 

median plane the action differs because of the 
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-6hange of vertical angle öf the ineideri?1ight as 
above discussed Above the horizontal.pläne 
through the luminaire the uniform angle prisins intheregion32b,33awilleausethevertida!angle 
of the dominant rays to become less and leSS BS 
indicated by the aeavy lines 78, extending frorn 
T5to 79 in the 60° azimuthal plane Here the 
prismangles ch?nge to those in thé Fegion 33b 
and the light is again elevated to the 63° angle 
corresponding with the dotted semigirele T6 and 
if the régioi served by the prisms 33b the angle 
fröm the nádir falls of so that the pattern of 
.thesé rays m?y be iiadicated by the heavy lines 
80 Ifthecompensation had not taken place be 
yond60° froin the median plane the distribution 
would have continued from the heavy Iine T88S 
indicated by the heavy dotted lines 81. It will 
thus be seen th?t the effe6t of the prism adjust 
ment above the horizontalisto elevate the light 
?in the regioii near théadja06int curb. 

Below the horizontal through the light source 
a reverse action takes pla6e and the light at 
greater azimuths has greater angle from the 
riadir as indicated by the light full Iines 82. 
This action Continues out of the 45° azimuth 
angle as indicated in Figure 13 where the prism 
angle changes as in the region 33e and now the 
prisms 33e serve to bend the light down lower 
thanit would otherwise have been The lowered 
light is indicated by the light full lines 83 and 
the distribution which would have occurred be 
1ow the horizontal bit for the adjustment is 
Shown by the light dotted lines 84. 
As a result of the prism adjustments above 

discussed the light distributioa at wide angles ? 
from the median plane is held relatively close 
to the desired VertiCal angle arid Substantial il? 
lumination is provided over areas near the wall 
Such as the SideWalk. 
Figure 15 illustrates distribution available 

from a row of lumIiriaires L plaGed alofigside a 
walland spaced sothat their substantial circular 
light patterns 90 intersect near the walI. 
Figure 16 illustrates an inStallation along the 

street oftworows ofluminaires directly opposite 
one another and indiCates how the light patterns 
may be caused to overlap. Here the 1üminaires 
are direetly opposite one another but it is ob 
Vious that"they Can be staggered if deSired. 
In the preeeding discussion the light source 

has beeii aSSumed to be a p0int, but lamps of 
high wattage Output have light SOurges of Sub? 
stantial physical dimension The reflection of 
the light directly back onto the filament aswöuld 
ocCurifa Spherical reflectorwereemployed,terids? 
to build up eXCessive filanIent teinperatufes arid 
CauSe early lamp failure In the Construction 
Shown herein, the design of the refiector gen 
erallyindicatedat 27 in the drawings isso modi 
fied aSto aVoid eXCeSSiVe heating Of the fllarnefit, 
Instead of making a SpheriCal reflector the ré? 
flector as shown in detail in Figure 10, has a 
contour made up of toroidal segments the large 
diameter part of the reflector extending frorn 
the mouth of the reflector back to the break a 
indicated at i59 in the drawings is a toroid with 
radius I01 coming from a locus Such as 102. The 
Small diarneter portion of the reflector frori the 
break 00 back to a flat rear area f03 iS geri? 
erated by a radius {04 from the locus indicated 
at I05, 
The filament ofthe lampisiridicated by circle 

466 where the horiZöntal plahe 3?3 intersects 
the vertical line of the mouth of the reflector. 
Light from this filamerit falling at points such 
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outside the fil?ment ?s indie?ted by eirele !09 
äfid Cirötilaf afé 110 s0 thaf hé reflected light 
from the.outer portion of the refleétor appeärs 
to comé from a sourcé slightly in front of the 
refleetor mouth and displaced above or below 
horizorital axis - Similarly light fromi the filament 106 falling 
on a point such as III of the Small portion of 
the refléctof is reflected so that it misses the 
filament and appears to Come frorn a region in? 
dicatéd by the circle II2. < 
Thé efect of the toröidal Segrient is thefe? 

foré to reflect the light SO that it rniSSes the 
filament and the apparent light Source is larger 
in diarneter in vertical planes and Soniewhat 
deeper horizontally thari the true sourcé. This 
Will Causé variation in VertiCal and horiZOrital 
arigles of the light emitted fron1 the prism Sur? 
faces Without effecting the general directiorl of 
the dominant rays It brings about improvéd 
diffusion and makes for longer lamp life. 

It will be understood that the 1ight source can 
be shifted vertically relative to the refrad?or so 
as to Change the vertical angle of maximum 
Candle power So as to adjust the illumination to 
?he width of the area being lighted. 

Since it is obvious that the invention may be 
embodied in Other forms and Constructions with 
in the SCOpe of the Claims, I wishit to be under 
Stood that the partiCular form Shown is but one 
Of these forms, and various modifications and 
Changes being pOSSible, I do not Otherwise limit 
naySelf in any Way with respect thereto. 
What is claimed is: 
1. A 1ighting System for lighting an extended 

horizontal Surface of predetermined width along 
a wall orthe like comprising a row of aligned 
luminaires at a common elevation and facing 
away from the wall each luminaire having a 
concentrated light source a reflector to direct 
all the light into a hemispherical region sending 
it awayfrom the walland fromzenith to nadir, 
and an inwardly concave refractor of greater 
diameterthan depth for intercepting said hemi 
sphere of direct and reflected light and provided 
with refracting prisms intercepting direct and 
reflected light at angles farther from thenadir 
than the highest angled undeviated light which 
in the vertical transverse plane can fall on the 
surface of the said width and of a refracting 
power to bend such higher angled light into 
substantial parallelism with the undeviated light, 
the refracting power of the prisms above the 
horizontal plane through the source decreäsing 
withincrease of azimuth angle from themedian 
vertical plane to Gompensate for decrease in 
vertical angle of corresponding incident light, 
the refracting power of the prismis below said 
?horizontal plane iricreaSirig with increase of 
azimuth angle from the median vertical plane 
to compensate for incréasein vertical angle of 
correspöndirig incident light the luminaires be 
ing spaged approximately twice the saidwidth so 
that the areas illuminated by adjacent 1umi 
naires meet without substantial overlapping. 

2. A 1ighting System for lighting a street sür 
face comprisingtworows ofluminairesata com 
mon elevation on opposite sides of the street 
and facing across the street each luminaire hav 
ing a ConCentrated light source a reflector to 
diréct all the light into a hemispherical region 
Sending it Crosswise and lengthwise of the street 
and from Zenith to nadir and an inwardly con 
Cave refractor of greater diameter than depth 
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for intercepting Said hemisphere of direct and 
reflected light and provided with refracting 
prisms intercepting direct and reflected light at 
angles farther from the nadir than the highest 
angled Uradeviated light which in the naedia11, 
Vertical plane Can fall On the Street Surface Op 
DOSite the luminaire and of a refracting power 
to bend Such higher angled light into Substaa 
tial parallelisr with the undeviated light the 
refracting power of the prisms above the hori 
Zontal plane through the Source deCreaSing With 
increase of azimuth angle from the median Ver? 
tical plane to Compensate for deCrease in verti 
Cal angle of CorreSponding incident light, the 
refracting power of the prisms below Said hori 
Zontal plane inCreasing with increase of azimuth 
angle from the median vertical plane to Compen 
Sate for increase in vertical angle of correspond 
ing incident light the lufainaires being Spaced 
approximately twice the Street width so that 
1engthwise of the street the areas illuminated 
by luminaires along one side of the street meet 
Without Substantial overlapping. 

3. In Combinatior a 1ight source emitting to 
Gne Side of a vertieal plane light rays in a 
herniSphere a refra3tor intercepting said rays, 
the refractor being of gpherical contour having 
its Center at the Sarae elevation as the light 
SGurCe and OCCupyiag a SpheriCal Segment of 
greater radiuS than the distarace frorm the light 
SCurce to the refrac?or whereby the intersections 
of the refractor by horizontal planes above and 
below the horizontal plane through the Source 
are circles and 1ight falling thereon is in an 
Oblique Circular cone with apex at the Source and 
deCreaSing Vertical angles each Side of the Verti 
Cal nedian plaiae??he refractor having Opp0Sed 
horizontal priSaaS Wh0Se refracting power at each 
eleVation Varies with the azimuth angle in an 
&raoura to ColapenSate for the Wariation in Verti 
69l angle So that the oblique CirCular CoaeS Of 
rays intercepted by the horizontal priSmS are 
refracted downwardly into a right CirCular Coni? 
?al region the Said horizontal prismas extending 
below the inorizontal to an angle Corresponding 
??ith ?1e angle frota the aadir to the laSt aen? 
tioned conical region the portion of the refractOr 
below the hcrizontal prisms having light diffuS 
ing fiuteS. 

4. A refractor for producing from a SubStan? 
tialiy point light Source a SubStantially Semi? 
Circular distribution of light with its maximum 
candlepower at a substantially uniform angle 
from the nadir the refragtor having the COil? 
figuration of a spherical Segment of Substan- 5 
tially less than a hemisphere and terminating 
Substantially in the vertical plane through the 
1ight source so as to intercept a heraisphere Of 
1ight?the refractor being provided With Opp0Sed 
horizontal prismas above the angle of maxinaura 
candlepower in the median plane of inCreasing 
refracting power to the top thereOf for deviating 
1ight downwardly to Said uniform angle the por? 
tions of the refractor above the horizontal planes 
through the light source and between meridian 
planes at a predetermined azimuth angle being 
uniforra whereby the vertical angle Of emitted 
1ight originating as upWard direct light leSSenS 
With increaSe of azimuth angle up to the pre 
determined agimuth angle, the prisms beyOnd 
Said predeterrained azimuth angle at COTreSpOnd 
ing elevations having leSS refracting poWer t0 
deviate the light to SubStantially the Same angle 
frorm the nadir as the light in the median plane, 
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the prisms below said horizontal plane and be 
tWeen meridian planes at a Second predeter 
mined azinauth angle being uniform whereby the 
Vertical angle of emitted light originating as 
downWard direct Iight inCreaseS with increase Of 
azinauth angle up to the Second predetermined 
azinauth angle the priSms beyond Said second 
predetermined azimuth angle at corresponding 
Glevations having greater refracting power to de 
Viate the light to substantially the Same angle 
from the nadir as the light in the median plane, 
the 10Wer portions of the refractor being provided 
With opposed light diffusing flutes. 

5. A refractor as Claimed in Claiin 4, wherein 
the first azinuthal plane is SubStantially60° fron1 
the raedian plane. 
6?A refractor as claimed in claim 4 wherein 

the second azimuthal plane is substantially 45° 
frona the rnedian plane. 

7. A refractor as claimed in clain14, wherein 
the first azimuthal plane is Substantially 60° 
from the median plane and the Second Substan? 
tially 45° from the median plane. 

8. A refractor as claimed in claim 4, wherein 
the refractor has an inner and an Outer Com… 
ponent the Outer Component having Vertical 
flutes OVer its entire Outer Surface, horizontal 
prisms Over its entire inner Surface above the 
angle of maxinaum Candlep0Wer and horizontal 
diffuSing flutes belOW the hOrizOntal priSn1S, the 
inner Component having Opposed prisms below 
the horizontal through the light Source and be 
tween the first meridian planeS. 

9. A refractor for uSe with a SubStantially 
point light Source, the refractor being in the 
form of a Spherical Segment terminating in a 
vertical plane with the Center at the level of 
Said point and laterally displaced from Said point 
whereby a hemisphere of light may be intercept 
ed by the refractor at increaSing angles both 
ver?ically and horizontally from the horizontal 
Center 1ine, the refractor having Opposed hori 
Zontal prisms for interCepting direct light above 
a predetermined angle below the horizontal of 
Warying refracting power Vertically to deviate 
the emitted light into SubStantial paralleliSna in 
median vertical planes the refracting power of 
the horizontal prisms above the horizontal at 
Wide azimuth angles being leSS than thOSe at 1GSS 
azimuth angles and those below the horizontal at 
Wide azimuth angles being greater than th0Se 
at 1ess azimuth angles, Said diferences being in 
an amount to CompenSate for the Wariation of 
vertical angle With azinauth angle at CorreSpond 
ing elevationS. 

KURT FRANCK. 
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